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Introduction

Paragon Connect

Black Knight is hard at work creating and rolling out the next
generation of Paragon Applications. We launched Collaboration
Center 18 months ago and have steadily added great features
and functionality to rave reviews, and this year we’re bringing
out the next greatly anticipated product, Paragon Connect
Paragon Connect leverages responsive design technology and
principles to help make it faster, more intuitive, and accessible.

Access on a smart phone, tablet, or
even a desktop computer.

Paragon Connect is a new core design concept for us to
develop from and realize our vision for a modern, mobile, and
responsive interface that reimagines the commonly used
Paragon functionality and workﬂows. Currently Paragon
Connect is in its mobile-lite stage. We invite you to check it out
and familiarize yourself so you’re ready to take advantage the
moment new features are added.

Mobile Options

Paragon Connect

PARAGON CONNECT vs PARAGON MOBILE vs HOMESNAP
The Paragon Mobile application has been the mobile solution for interacting with your Paragon data while
using smart phones and other mobile devices. For customers who still use Paragon Mobile, Paragon Connect
will be the new, upgraded replacement for Paragon Mobile; however, Paragon Connect with its brand new,
modern design and rich features oﬀers much more.
Like the legacy Paragon Mobile product, Paragon Connect is a web based solution, meaning you do not need
to go to the Apple App Store or Google Store to download a native app. You simply open the browser on your
smart phone, tablet, or desktop computer to access it. The similarities between Paragon Connect and
Paragon Mobile stop there! In comparison, Homesnap Pro, if oﬀered by your MLS, is our downloadable native
App solution.

NEW

PARAGON CONNECT

WEB APP
NATIVE
APP

Paragon Connect is web app designed with modern principles,
responsivity, and mobility in mind. Work where you want, on the device
you want, with workﬂows tailored to the functionality and size of your
device.

WILL BE RETIRED

PARAGON MOBILE

WEB APP
NATIVE
APP

Paragon Mobile is our legacy web app. Once the rollout of Paragon
Connect is complete, Paragon Mobile will be retired and Paragon Connect
will fully replace it.

HOMESNAP
If oﬀered by your MLS, Homesnap Pro is Paragon’s native app solution
(meaning you don’t access it via a browser) for real estate professionals.
NATIVE APP

HIGH LEVEL

Features
Take a peek at some of the features and functions
that set Paragon Connect apart.

Paragon Connect

AGENT ONLY

SAME DATABASE

Paragon Connect is an agent tool to
work with and manage Paragon data. It
works in conjunction with Collaboration
Center and other third party integrations.

Utilizes the same data from Paragon.
Any changes made to Paragon Connect
will also show up in Paragon and vice
versa.

100% RESPONSIVE

DEVICE OPTIMIZED

Whether you’re on-the-go or in the
oﬃce, Paragon Connect’s responsive
design ensures it displays right-sized
for your device.

Optimizes visuals based on the size of
your resolution, enabling you to have
access to even more features and
functions based on the device you are
using.

DATA ANALYTICS

CLIENT CENTRIC

Captures data from actual buyers, so
sellers can view how many buyers are in
the Paragon ecosystem. Provides
comps within a speciﬁed radius, site
traﬃc and level of interest, which could
lead to price adjustments.

Provides you with details about how
often seller sites are viewed, which
listings buyers like, and greater insight
into buyer and seller activity.

Better with Paragon Connect
New options beyond current Paragon Mobile features

65 + ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Paragon Connect is more than a way to access data on
the go. It is a feature rich application oﬀering commonly
used workﬂows and functionality. Work where you want,
how you want, when you want.

Track Buyer Activity

Mobile Responsive Reports

Find My Location Search

Seller Statistics

Power Search

Device Optimized

Create Tasks

Property History

View and Add Comments

Create Notes

Third Party Integrations

Enable Sell Side Notiﬁcations

Full Map Search

Community Reports

Change Theme Colors

Default Search Templates

Google Street View

Email Responsive Reports

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

COLLABORATION CENTER
Don’t just email, interact with your clients through Collaboration
Center. A true consumer portal within Paragon!
FOR BUYERS & SELLERS

COLLABORATION CENTER
If you haven’t already started using Collaboration
Center for your client communications, you owe it to
yourself and your clients to take advantage of the
beneﬁts Collaboration Center provides over basic email communications. Ditch the email chain!
Collaboration Center allows your clients to interact with
their search results, marking them as favorites,
possible, or rejected, create their own categorizations
and leave important comments for you. If enabled they
can even create their own searches. The best part is
that you can keep track of everything your client does
conveniently through notiﬁcations within Paragon, and
the all new Paragon Connect!

BUY SIDE

SELL SIDE

Prospective buyers will love the
ability to view listing matches in a
modern interface, marking homes
as favorite, possible, rejected,
and the ability to leave comments
and feedback directly within
Collaboration Center.

For your clients selling homes, they
can see in real time the activity on
their listing: how many times it’s
been viewed, how many people
have marked it as a favorite,
possible, or rejected, and even how
often it’s appeared in searches.

Completing the Puzzle

OUR ECHO SYSTEM
Changing how consumers and agents interact through the
buying and selling process. Utilizing the power of
Collaboration Center and Paragon Connect, agents can be
conﬁdent in their business decisions by exposing their
clients to the most reliable source of data and technology.

HOW IT WORKS
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COLLABORATION CENTER
Buyer Side
A buyer will use the Collaboration Center
application to organize listings into
favorites, possible, and rejected. This
helps the agent concentrate only on the
listings the buyer is interested in.
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COLLABORATION CENTER
Seller Side
As buyers categorize listings, sellers are
informed that prospective buyers have
marked their listing as a favorite, possible,
rejected. Allows to seller to conﬁrm price
of listings and level of interest.

PARAGON CONNECT
Agent Side
All of the data and activity from the Collaboration Center
is fed into Paragon Connect. Now the agent will have the
ability to make the best business decisions based on the
information provided from these tools.

